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Best Sports Bars in the US to Watch the Super Bowl Final
Our Friends · Friday, December 3rd, 2021

The venue for the Super Bowl changes every year and it is never played at the same venue in
succession. If you are lucky enough to get tickets to the Super Bowl, it is a fantastic occasion but it
is just as great a day if you find the perfect sports bar. Below you will find details of the best sports
bars in the US to watch the Super Bowl final.

Super Bowl Sunday is like a national holiday in the United States and you want to find a sports bar
that provides big screens, good drinks, and great food. With that in mind, we start with Mustang
Harry’s in New York City. Here you will find the perfect blend of good food, drinks, and screens
to watch the Super Bowl. Situated close to Madison Square Garden, it does not matter if you want
to attend with a partner or a large group, there is plenty of space in Mustang Harry’s. There are
plenty of big screen televisions around the place and they even have audio in the toilet, so you will
not miss out on any of the action when nature calls. The hot dogs are tremendous and there is a
broad selection of beer with which to wash them down.

If you want to enjoy some other form of entertainment during the Super Bowl or at half-time 10Pin
Bowling Lounge is Chicago is ideal. Located near the Marina City district’s House of Blues, the
name of the establishment gives it away and the 10Pin Bowling Lounge is home to a selection of
bowling lanes plus a huge HD video wall, which is one of the largest in Chicago. Unlimited
bowling and a pizza buffet is terrific value and you can spend all day in the 10Pin Bowling
Lounge, watching the Super Bowl and trying to get one over your mates on the bowling lane.

You may want to have a wager on the game and if you reside in Chicago, you have an excellent
selection of licensed sports betting applications at your disposal. FanDuel, DraftKings, Caesars,
Barstool, BetRivers, and PointsBet are some of the sports betting apps available in Illinois and you
will find a wide range of NFL betting markets for the Super Bowl on these football betting apps.

On the subject of gambling, we move to Las Vegas and you are spoilt for choice when it comes to
sports bars to watch the Super Bowl. However, one of the leading choices for those in the know is
Sporting Life Bar, located on Jones Blvd. If you are looking for the best combination of food,
beers, and big screens, you will not be disappointed at Sporting Life Bar and food is served 24
hours a day, meaning you can have breakfast, lunch, and dinner. In addition to showing live
coverage of the Super Bowl, Sporting Life Bar is home to several games including darts.

From Las Vegas to Miami and this is where you will find the American Social Bar & Restaurant.
Serving lunch, dinner and weekend brunch, there is tasty food to suit all tastes and with Sunday
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opening times 11:00am to 12:00am, you can settle in and enjoy the Super Bowl unfold. There is
outdoor seating next to the Miami River so you can take a time out if the game is getting too
intense, which could be the case in what is known to be a high energy sports bar.

Finally, we are heading back to New York City and on the face of it, Lillie’s Victorian
Establishment may not sound like the sort of place to make a great sports bar for the Super Bowl
but it excels. Located at Times Square and Union Square, both establishments are home to a
projector and two 100-inch televisions and there is a guess the score game, with the winners
picking up a cool $100 gift card.
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